Incidence of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage after glaucoma filtration surgeries in the United States
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Purpose: To report the 3-month incidence rates of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage after glaucoma filtration surgeries and to examine the subsequent surgical treatments in these eyes.

Methods: This is a retrospective study using the nationally pooled, insurance claim-based MarketScan databases from the years 2007–2011. Patients with records of trabeculectomy and/or tube shunt procedures were identified, and all cases of “definite” (ie, properly coded) and “suspected” (possibly miscoded) postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage occurring within 3 months of their glaucoma filtration procedures were captured along with the surgical interventions used for this condition. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was used to evaluate the 3-month incidence rates of suprachoroidal hemorrhage, and regression analysis was applied to calculate the odds ratios, confidence intervals, and P-values.

Results: There were 17,843 trabeculectomies and 9,597 tube shunt surgeries identified. Among these, there were 107 cases (247 including “suspected” cases) of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage within 3 months of trabeculectomy and 113 cases (255 including “suspected” cases) within 3 months of tube shunt procedures. The 3-month cumulative incidence rate of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage ranged from 0.6%±0.06% to 1.4%±0.09% after trabeculectomy and 1.2%±0.11% to 2.7%±0.16% after tube shunt surgery. Postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage was almost twice as likely to occur after tube shunt surgeries than after trabeculectomies for both “definite” and “definite” plus “suspected” cases (odds ratio, 1.98; 95% confidence interval, 1.51–2.58; P<0.001; and odds ratio, 1.95; 95% confidence interval, 1.63–2.32; P<0.001, respectively). Among the 502 “definite” and “suspected” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, 32.9% (165 cases) had a treatment record of choroidal tap and 8.8% (44 cases) had a treatment record of pars plana vitrectomy.

Conclusion: In this sample, the 3-month cumulative incidence rate of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage was 0.6%–1.4% after trabeculectomy and 1.2%–2.7% after tube shunt procedures, and the majority of the cases appeared to be managed without further surgery. Postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage was almost twice as likely to occur after tube shunt surgeries as after trabeculectomies.
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Introduction

Suprachoroidal hemorrhage (Figures 1 and 2) is an uncommon but potentially vision-threatening event1 that may occur spontaneously,2–4 after trauma,5–7 or as a complication of ocular procedures including cataract surgery, secondary lens implantation, pars plana vitrectomy (PPV), scleral buckling, penetrating keratoplasty, and glaucoma surgeries.5–7,12
The pathophysiology of nontraumatic suprachoroidal hemorrhage is unknown, but it is suspected to involve the rupture of a short or long posterior ciliary artery, either directly or secondary to hypotony.

The reported incidence rates of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage after glaucoma surgeries vary from 0.7% to 6.1%.

Numerous potential risk factors have been associated with the development of intraoperative and postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, and the ones pertaining to glaucoma surgeries include high preoperative intraocular pressure (IOP), severe postoperative hypotony, aphakia, pseudophakia, anticoagulation, white race, prior intraocular surgery, low postoperative IOP, systemic hypertension, ischemic heart disease, and pulmonary disease.

We used a large nationwide insurance claim-based database to assess the 3-month cumulative incidence rate and recorded surgical treatments of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage after trabeculectomy and tube shunt procedures.

Methods

Data source

This is a retrospective cross-sectional case series using the MarketScan commercial Claims and Encounters and Medicare Supplemental and Coordination of Benefit Outpatient Services and inpatient databases (Truven Health Analytics, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) from 2007 to 2011 (the most recent year the database was available to us). The MarketScan family of databases comprises the largest convenience-based proprietary database in the United States, annually encompassing approximately 40–50 million patients with employer-sponsored or supplemental insurance. These databases consist of deidentified, individual-level health records (inpatient and outpatient) obtained from large employers, hospitals, and Medicare programs. The MarketScan database contains deidentified and anonymized records and complies with the privacy requirements of the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPPA); institutional review board approval was not required.

The MarketScan Outpatient Services databases include demographic, provider type, and insurance information along with up to four diagnosis codes and one procedure code per recorded insurance claim (coded using the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision [ICD-9]; and Current Procedural Terminology [CPT], respectively). Further details regarding the structure and HIPPA compliance of the MarketScan databases can be found elsewhere.

We have previously used these databases to study the incidence of endophthalmitis after trabeculectomy.

Study sample and statistical analysis

We used CPT codes to select all the patients with records of trabeculectomy (CPT codes 66170, 66172) and tube shunt surgery (CPT codes 66180, 0191T, and 0192T). To calculate 3-month incidence rates of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, only patients with 3 months of continuous medical insurance after their surgery date were included. (Using this technique, we were unable to record cases of intraoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage.) Suprachoroidal hemorrhage diagnosis among these patients was queried using ICD-9 codes 363.61, 363.62, 363.63, and 363.72. In our analysis, these were considered “definite” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage. To account for the cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage that may have been miscoded as choroidal effusion, patients with a diagnosis of choroidal effusion (ICD-9 codes 363.70 and 363.71) were also selected, and these were considered “suspected” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage. In patients with
a record of both suprachoroidal hemorrhage and choroidal effusion within 3 months of the same surgery, their choroidal effusion event was excluded from the analysis.

To capture the surgical treatments recorded for the queried cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, cases of PPV (CPT codes 67036, 67038, 67039, 67040, 67041, 67042, 67043) and choroidal drainage (recorded under CPT code 67015, “Aspiration or release of vitreous, subretinal or choroidal fluid, pars plana approach [posterior sclerotomy]”) accompanied with one of the suprachoroidal hemorrhage or effusion ICD-9 codes were identified. We also queried CPT code 67105 (“repair of retinal detachment, one or more sessions; photocoagulation, with or without drainage of subretinal fluid”) because the codes 67015 and 67105 may be easy to confuse.

We used descriptive statistics and cross-tabulations to evaluate prevalence estimates of comorbidities and demographic information. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was used to calculate 3-month cumulative incidence of suprachoroidal hemorrhage after glaucoma filtering surgeries. Regression analysis was used to calculate the odds ratio, confidence intervals, and P-value. A P-value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (version 22; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
In the databases, there were a total of 27,440 glaucoma filtration procedures, including 17,843 trabeculectomies and 9,597 tube shunt surgeries, among 21,523 patients who had 3 months of continuous health insurance after their procedure date. The age of patients with glaucoma filtration records ranged from infancy (<1 year old) to 99 years old, with a mean age of 66.4±12.8 years. There were 13,529 males (49.3%) and 13,911 females (50.7%). There were 107 cases of “definite” postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage within 3 months of trabeculectomy and 113 cases within 3 months of tube shunt (total of 220 cases). Including only the “definite” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, Kaplan–Meier analysis showed the 3-month cumulative incidence rate of suprachoroidal hemorrhage to be 0.6%±0.06% after trabeculectomy and 1.2%±0.11% after tube shunt, and there was an overall rate of 0.8%±0.05% after both types of surgeries (Table 1).

In addition to the “definite” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, there were an additional (possibly miscoded) 170 “suspected” cases after trabeculectomy. In 30 instances, there were records of both suprachoroidal hemorrhage and choroidal effusion within 3 months of the same surgery in which only the suprachoroidal hemorrhage event was counted, bringing up the total to 247 cases of “definite” and “suspected” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, leading to a 3-month cumulative incidence rate of 1.4%±0.09% after trabeculectomy (Table 1).

Similarly, the “suspected” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage after tube shunt (N=171) were added to the definite cases (total, N=255; the 29 duplicate instances of both suprachoroidal hemorrhage and effusion after the same procedure were counted as the same event). In this scenario, the 3-month cumulative incidence rate of suprachoroidal hemorrhage after tube shunt surgery was 2.7%±0.16%. Overall, after inclusion of both “suspected” and “definite” cases, 3-month cumulative rate of suprachoroidal hemorrhage after both trabeculectomy and tube shunt surgery (N=502) was 1.8%±0.08% (Table 1).

Using only the “definite” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage, this complication was twice as likely to occur after tube shunt as after trabeculectomy (odds ratio, 1.98; 95% confidence interval, 1.51–2.58; P<0.001). The inclusion of “suspected” cases of suprachoroidal hemorrhage yielded very similar increased odds after tube shunt surgery (OR, 1.95; 95% confidence interval, 1.63–2.32; P<0.001). In another analysis, surgical treatments (PPV or choroidal tap) for the treatment of suprachoroidal hemorrhage were captured. Among the 502 “definite” and “suspected” cases, 165 cases (32.9%) had a record of choroidal tap (CPT code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Definite cases</th>
<th>Suspected cases</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>3-month incidence rate of definite cases</th>
<th>3-month incidence rate of definite plus suspected cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suprachoroidal hemorrhage after trabeculectomy procedures</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>0.6%±0.06%</td>
<td>1.4%±0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suprachoroidal hemorrhage after tube shunt procedures</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>1.2%±0.11%</td>
<td>2.7%±0.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suprachoroidal hemorrhage after both trabeculectomy and tube shunt procedures</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>0.8%±0.05%</td>
<td>1.8%±0.08%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In our results, 29–31, 15, 20, 23, 21, 23, 1.2%–2.7% after tube shunt surgeries. Previous reports have shown that 3-month cumulative incidence rate of suprachoroidal hemorrhage was 0.6%–1.4% after trabeculectomy and limited suprachoroidal hemorrhage.

Discussion

Suprachoroidal hemorrhage is often associated with unfavorable visual outcomes even with appropriate surgical intervention, especially when the hemorrhage involves all four quadrants or is associated with retinal detachment. One study reported that only 34% of eyes with suprachoroidal hemorrhage achieved a final visual acuity of 20/200, and another study reported that 17% of patients with suprachoroidal hemorrhage ended up with a final visual acuity of no light perception.

The reported incidence rates of suprachoroidal hemorrhage after glaucoma procedures vary from study to study. This variation might be attributed to the smaller sample sizes of the majority of these reports (ranging from 197 to 2,752 analyzed glaucoma procedures). In our analysis, we identified 17,843 trabeculectomies and 9,597 tube shunt surgeries, for a total of 27,440 surgical procedures, and found that 3-month cumulative incidence rate of suprachoroidal hemorrhage was 0.6%–1.4% after trabeculectomy and 1.2%–2.7% after tube shunt. Previous reports have shown higher rates of suprachoroidal hemorrhage when antimetabolites (5-fluorouracil or mitomycin-C) were used. The reason was attributed to the lower IOPs achieved by using antimetabolites, which is supported by the findings of low postoperative IOPs as a risk factor for the development of suprachoroidal hemorrhage.

As the use of antimetabolites is not coded separately on medical insurance claims, we were unable to evaluate the proportion of trabeculectomies in which antimetabolites were used in these databases.

In the current study, postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage was almost two times more likely to occur after tube shunt than after trabeculectomy. This is similar to the findings of Tuli et al and Jeganathan et al who also found that this condition was more than three times more likely to occur after tube shunt surgeries. The hypothesized explanation has been that patients requiring drainage devices may have higher preoperative IOP, leading to a larger drop in the IOP postoperatively.

The present study analyzed only trabeculectomies and tube shunt surgeries and did not include nonpenetrating glaucoma surgeries, including deep sclerectomies, viscocanalostomies, and canoloplasties. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis reported that nonpenetrating glaucoma surgeries were less effective in lowering IOP but also had lower risks for choroidal effusion and other complications, although suprachoroidal hemorrhage was not specifically reported.

There are few published guidelines regarding the treatment of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage. Its management is typically at the discretion of the physician. Whether earlier surgical intervention (either choroidal tap or PPV) offers better visual outcomes over conservative management remains unclear. Although several authors have advocated earlier surgical management, others have not shown a clear advantage of surgical intervention over conservative management, especially in the cases of limited suprachoroidal hemorrhage. In our results, approximately 33% of suprachoroidal hemorrhage cases were treated with choroidal tap, and approximately 9% were treated with PPV, suggesting the majority of the cases were managed conservatively. Among the five cases of “definite” and “suspected” suprachoroidal hemorrhage that were treated with CPT code 67105 (repair of retinal detachment), we suspect three were miscoded, as they had no records of retinal detachment, whereas the other two either had retinal detachment alone or had retinal detachment and suprachoroidal hemorrhage/effusion.

The current study used a nationally pooled database containing data from all 50 states, yielding large numbers of glaucoma surgeries. This nationwide database also allowed us to avoid the potential biases associated with single-centered and surgeon-specific data. As for limitations, as the MarketScan databases are insurance claim-based and the medical diagnoses and surgical procedures are recorded as ICD-9 and CPT codes, respectively, the accuracy of the data depends on proper coding. For this reason, we also included the cases of choroidal effusions as “suspected” cases of suprachoroidal hemorrhage and presented the incidence rates as a range encompassing both “definite” cases of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage and “definite” plus “suspected” cases.

In addition, the MarketScan databases provide only ICD-9 diagnostic and CPT procedural codes and do not
provide detailed clinical information about individual patients, such as individual IOP measurements, the severity of the suprachoroidal hemorrhages, surgical details, and visual outcomes. Therefore, we could not provide this information in the present study.

In conclusion, the 3-month cumulative incidence rate of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage was 0.6%–1.4% after trabeculectomy and 1.2%–2.7% after tube shunt procedures. This condition was two times more likely to occur after tube shunt surgery than after trabeculectomy. The majority of suprachoroidal hemorrhage cases did not have any recorded surgical management, which might imply most were treated without additional surgery. Of course, these incidence rates were calculated from a set of insurance databases and may not be generally applicable to all clinical situations. Future prospective studies are required to reevaluate the prevalence of different treatment modalities in the management of postoperative suprachoroidal hemorrhage.
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